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ABSTRACT

We present explicitly the covariant action of the q-conformal algebra on the q-
Minkowski space we proposed earlier. We also present some q-conformally invariant
equations, namely a hierarchy of q-Maxwell equations, and also a q-d'Alembert equa-
tion, proposed earlier by us, in a form different from the original.
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1. Introduction. In [1] we introduced a new q-Minkowski space-time from q-
conformal invariance. Namely, our q-Minkowski space-time M. is part of a q-coset
yq of the quantum group SUq(2,2) or of SLg(4) with the appropriate conjugation. The
action of the q-conformal algebra, via the action of its complexification Uq(sl(4)), on M.
is contained already in our paper [2], where we introduced arbitrary induced holomorphic
representations of Uq(sl(n)) on the q-deformation of the coset GL(n)/B, where B is a
Borel subgroup of GL(n). The action of Uq(sl(4)) on M was given explicitly in [3], [4].
However, it was given as action on M as an associate algebra, while for the applica-
tions it would be nice to have compact formulae for the action just on the q-Minkowski
coordinates. Thus in the present paper we revisit this problem. We also give some q-
conformally invariant equations, namely a hierarchy of q-Maxwell equations [1], and also
a q-d'Alembert equation [5], in a form different from the original.

2. Covariance of q-Minkowski space-time. We first recall our q-Minkowski space-
time from [1]. It is an associative algebra generated by four noncommuting coordinates
(X = q-q-i):

x±v — q±1vx± , x±v = q±1vx± ,

x+X- — X-X+ = Xvv , vv = vv

As expected, these relations coincide with the commutation relations between the trans-
lation generators P^ of a g-conformal algebra [6]. It is easy to notice that relations (1)
are as the GLq(2) commutation relations [7], [8], if we identify our coordinates with the
standard a, b, c, d generators of GLq(2) as follows:

x+ v \v X- J
« « 1 x+ «/

\c d) \ v xJ w

The g-Minkowski length is defined as the GLq(2) ^-determinant :

tq = detg M = ad — qbc = x+x- — qvv (3)

and hence it commutes with the g-Minkowski coordinates. It has the correct classical
limit £q=i = XQ — x2, if we recall the relation with the standard Minkowski coordinates
Xfj. : x± =xo±x3, v = xi - ix2 , v — X\ + ix2 [1]-

We note that for q phase (\q\ = 1) the commutation relations (1) are preserved by an
anti-linear anti-involution u> acting as :

w(x±) = x± , w(u) = v , (4)

from which follows also that w(tq) = £q .

Note that relations (1) are different from the commutation relations of g-Minkowski
space-time (with q real) in [9], [10], [11], (cf. also [12], [13], and references therein).
Furthermore, in [14] it was shown that the g-Minkowski space of [9], [10], [11] can be
obtained by a quantum Wick rotation (twisting) from a g-Euclidean space. The latter
is also related to GLq(2), as our g-Minkowski space, however, for q real and under a
different anti-linear anti-involution : cD(o) = d, cD(6) = —q-1c, i.e., for the matrix M



(cf. (2)) this is the unitary *, [14], while with our conjugation (4) M is hermitean. We
also would like to stress that unlike [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], the relation to GLq(2)
in our case is just a consequence of our more general conformal symmetry set-up.

Now we recall the standard Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum algebras Uq(Q) [15], [16], for
Q = sl(n) using the form in [16]. Namely, Un = Uq(sl(n)), (n > 2), is defined as the
associative algebra over (T with unit element \u , generators kf, X * , i = l,...,n— 1,
and relations:

kikj = kjki , kikr1 = k^ki = \u , KXf = q±Ci>Xfki (5a)

(56)

= 0 , | t - . 7 | = 1 (5c)

= 0 , |i - j\ * 1 , [*], = £ = i 2 (5d)

(We give Un for arbitrary n and not just for n = 4 as it takes the same formulae.)

Now the action of Uq(sl(4) on M is given explicitly by:

x+_
v

x+

_ = - 1 / 2 - -i/2 (6a)
v x-) \q 1/2v q 1/2x-j v '
+ v \ ( x+
- = 1 / 2 -

v x-J \q ' v
x+ v ^ i ft1!2

ti x-j ,W Q)
V) ( /0 L ) (6d)

J \ q ' x + q ' v ) v '
v \ f ~1/2\

v ;.) - i

v

Note that the above formulae are partial cases of more general formulae in [3] and [4]. In
[4] these are formulae (92)-(94) in which one should set: r\ = r2 = r$ — i = n = 0, and
then substitute: (j,k,£,m) = (1,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0), (0,0,1,0), (0,0,0,1), to obtain (6)
for action on v, x_, x+, v, resp. Furthermore, (6) are essentially contained in formulae
(56) of [2], which are (74) of [4] - one just has to use the relation between the variables
*ii» ((*J) = (31), (41), (32), (42)), and v,X-,x+,v given by (88) and (132a) of [4].



The action on the q-Minkowski length, which follows from (6), is:

= q£q,

ir{Xf) £q

<X+) L
= o ,
= tqx-

i = i,3

, *{x2- ) £q = -x

(7a)

+ (76)

We note that the action of the q-Lorentz generators, which are appropriate combina-
tions of kj,Xp, j = 1,3, transform linearly the q-Minkowski coordinates, the Cartan
generators kj preserve the q-Minkowski length, while Xp annihilate it. The action of the
other generators is also as expected, in particular, the action of k2, which incorporates
the dilatation generator, is nontrivial on £q due to the latter nonzero scale dimension.

3. Invariant equations. It is well known that Maxwell equations

WFfu, = Jv , d^F^ = 0 (8)

can be rewritten in the following manner:

dkF± = Jo , d0F±±iekemdeF± = Jk , (9)

where F± = Ek±iHk, Ek = Fk0, Hk = (\/2)ekimFtrn.

Not so well known is the fact that the eight equations in (9) can be rewritten as two
conjugate scalar equations in the following way:

/+ F+(z) = J(z,z) , I" F-(z) = J(z,z) , (10)

I+ = zd++dv-\(zzd+ + zdv + Ed* + d_)d2 , (lla)

/ " = zd+ + da - \ (zzd+ + zdv + zdv + 0-)d* , (116)

X± = XQ±X3, V = Xi — 1X2, V = Xi+lX2, (12)

where d± = d/dx±, dv = d/dv, dq = d/dv, F+{z) = z2(Ff + iF2
+) -

iF2
+), F~(z) = z2(F{~ -iF2~)-2zFz - (F{~ +iF2~), J(z,z) = zz(J0 + J3) + z(Jx -

iJ2) + z( J\ + iJ2) + (Jo — J3).

Writing the Maxwell equations in the simple form (10) has an important conceptual
meaning. The point is that each of the two scalar operators I+ ,I~ is indeed a single ob-
ject, namely it is an intertwiner of the conformal group, while the individual components
in (8) - (9) do not have this interpretation.

To be more explicit we recall that the physically relevant representations Tx of the 4-
dimensional conformal algebra su(2,2) may be labelled by x = [^1)^2! d], where n\, n2 are
non-negative integers fixing finite-dimensional irreducible representations of the Lorentz
subalgebra, (the dimension being (ni + l)(n2 + 1)), and d is the conformal dimension
(or energy). Then the intertwining properties of the operators in (11) are given by:

I+ : C+ —> C° , I+ o T+ = T° o 1+ , (13a)

r : C~ —* C° , r o T~ = T° o J- , (136)



where Ta — Tx°, a = 0,+, —, Ca = Cx° are the representation spaces, and the
signatures are given explicitly by:

X+ = [2,0;2]) X " = [O,2;2], / = [1,1;3], (14)

as anticipated. Indeed, (711,712) = (1,1) is the four-dimensional Lorentz representation,
(carried by JM above), and (711,712) = (2,0), (0,2) are the two conjugate three-dimensional
Lorentz representations, (carried by F^ above), while the conformal dimensions are the
canonical dimensions of a current (d = 3), and of the Maxwell field (d = 2). We see that
the variables z, z are related to the spin properties and we shall call them 'spin variables'.
More explicitly, a Lorentz spin-tensor G(z, z) with signature (711,712) is a polynomial in
2, z of order n\, 712, resp.

Formulae (13), (14) are part of an infinite hierarchy of couples of first order intertwiners.
Explicitly, instead of (13), (14) we have [17]:

1+ : C+ — C°n , 1+ oTn
+ = T° ol+ , (15a)

I- : C~ — C°n , / " o r " = rn° o / - , (156)

where T% = Tx", C° = Cx^, and the signatures are:

X+ = [n + 2,n;2] , x " = [n,n + 2;2] , X°n = [n + l ,n + 1;3] , n € %+ , (16)

while instead of (10) we have:

1+ F+(z,z) = Jn(z,z) , / " F~(z,z) = Jn(z,z) , (17)

(18a)

(186)

= dz , h = zzd+ + zdv + zdy + d- , I3 = dx , (19)

2), F^"(z,z), Jn(z,z), are polynomials in 2r,z of degrees (n + 2,ra), (n,n + 2),
(n + l ,n + 1), resp., as explained above.

We shall call the hierarchy of equations (17) the Maxwell hierarchy . The Maxwell
equations are the zero member of this hierarchy.

Following [2] we generalized in [1] these hierarchy to the q - deformed case. In fact, we
can write at once the general form, which follows from the analysis of [2]:

(20a)

, / - = i ([n + 2]qIpl - [n + 3],/Jij) . (206)

It remains to make this form explicit by first generalizing the variables, then the functions
and the operators. The variables x±,v,v,z,z have definite group-theoretical meaning,
namely, they are six local coordinates on the q-deformation of the coset y = SL(4)/B,
where B is the Borel subgroup of SL{A) consisting of all upper diagonal matrices. In the
q-deformed case in addition to (1) we need the commutation rules of the spin variables z, z



with the g-Minkowski coordinates, with the g-Minkowski length and between themselves

[2]:

x+z = q~1zx+ , X-Z = qzx- — Xv , vz = q~lzv , vz = qzv — Ax+ ,

zx+ = qx+z , zx- = q~xx-z + Xv , zv = q~1vz + Xx+ , zv = qvz , (21)

2^7 = ^ 2 , Zlq = lqZ , ZZ = ZZ

The order of variables hinted in (21) is related to the normal ordered basis of the q -
flag manifold yq considered as an associative algebra [2] :

Vijkemn = z{ v> xk_ 4 vm zn , i,j,k,t,m,n G Z+ . (22)

Note that the commutation relations (21) are also preserved (for q phase) by the conju-
gation u if we define it to exchange z and z : u>(z) = z. Thus, with this conjugation
yq becomes a q-coset of SUq(2,2).

We introduce now the representation spaces Cx , x = [niin2]d\- The elements
of Cx , which we shall call (abusing the notion) functions, are polynomials in z, z of
degrees ni,n.2, resp., and formal power series in the q - Minkowski variables. Namely,
these functions are given by:

* 13»*. * » r n i n

where Y denotes the set of the six coordinates on yq . Thus the analogs of i*^, Jn , cf.
(17), are :

qF+ = <pn+2,n(y) . qK = <Pn,n+2(Y) , qJn = <pn + 1,n+1(Y) . (24)

Next we introduce the following operators acting on our functions:

MK<p{Y) = Yl Ki*&» M* Vijkimn , (25a)

NK<p(Y) = J2 tfk&n N« Viikfnn , (256)
i,j,k,e,m,n€2S+

where K = z,±,v,v,z, and MK acts on <pijktmn by increasing with 1 the index
i,j,k,£,m,n, resp., for K = z,v,—, +,v,z, resp., while NK acts on (pijkemn by multiply-
ing it with p, where p = i, j , k, £, m, n, resp., for K = z, v, —, +, v, z, resp. In the original
text [1] we used the 'exponents' of AT*., namely the operators: TK = qN«. Further we
define the g-difference operators by:

VK<p(Y) = M-1 [NK]q <p(Y) = X-'M'1 ( r . - T - 1 ) <p(Y), K = z,±,v,v,z (26)

Using the above machinery we can present explicitly the operators 7 | necessary for the
q version of the Maxwell hierarchy of equations. The explicit form of the operators 1% is



obtained by the right action of the three simple root generators of sl(4) on yq (following
the procedure of [17], this was given in [2]). Adapting this to our notation we have for

It'-
ll = f)2 qNz+Nv+N+-Ne-N. 5 jq = £,_ gNi

I\ = (q Mz Vv q2N- + V- qN~ + Mz M-z V+
(276)

q'1 Mz V* - X Mv Mz P_ t N NN

Now to obtain the q - Maxwell hierarchy of equations it remains just to substitute the
operators (27) in (20). We have:

= \{(qVv + M-zV+qN*-N»-N-) [n + 2-Nz}q - q-^

NNN* (28a)

V+qN-+N*-N" - q\MvV-V+qN*) qN* [n + 2 - Nz]q -

- \qn+z(V- + qMzVvq
N~) Vzq

N-+N* (286)

With this the final result for the q - Maxwell hierarchy of equations is:

q*n qFn = qJn i qln qFn
 = Q^n (29)

Note that our free q - Maxwell equations, obtained from (29) for n = 0, and q JQ = 0,
are different from the free q - Maxwell equations of [18], [19]. The advantages of our
equations are: 1) they have simple indexless form; 2) we have a whole hierarchy of
equations, which can be written in a compact form due to the indexless formulation;
3) we have the full equations (and not only their free counterparts) automatically since
the intertwining operators always involve two representations; 4) our equations are q -
conformal invariant, not only q - Lorentz [19], or q - Poincare [18], invariant.

4. Conditionally invariant equations. Using the apparatus of the preceding section
we present a new form of the q-d'Alembert equation given in [5]. This is a conditionally
invariant equation of the form:

Oq<p = ¥>' (30)

where <p € DQ C CO , <£>' 6 C'Q, CQ,C0 are representation spaces with signatures:

Xo = [0,0;l], x'o = [0,0; 3] (31)

and Do is the subspace of Co comprised from solutions of the invariant equations (cf.
(27)):

I* ip = 0 , II if = 0 (32)



Prom the latter equations follows that our functions (p do not depend on the variables
z, z. (We remind that (30) is called conditionally invariant since invariance is not on the
whole representation space Co, but only on the invariant subspace DQ\ for more details
we refer to [5].) The explicit form is obtained by substituting the operators from (27) in
the expression originating from the corresponding subsingular vector:

(33)

The q-d'Alembert equation is valid also on other representation spaces, but the corre-
sponding q-d'Alembert operator is more complicated that (33), cf. [5].
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